
STAR Groups 
SCRIPTURE 

Read the passage of Scripture. Write out or underline the verses 
or phrases that stood out to you from your reading. 

TRUTH 
What is the principal or theme of the verses? Many times this 
might be a phrase or word that is repeated or it is a thought that 
stands out as you read it. Is the spirit highlighting a theme in the 
verses? What does it say about who God is? 

APPLICATION 
How does this truth apply to my life and my circumstances? Is it 
calling me to action? If so describe. 

RESPONSE 
Talk all right to God about what he is teaching you. This could 
involve confession, phrase, commitment, request, etc. This 
keeps your time in the Word a two way conversation. It is 
sometimes easy to stop at knowledge and not move into 
response.

WEEK 19 - ROMANS 11:1-36
1- 10 Paul starts with a question (see 9:30-31 to see what he is 

asking about!). He says God has not rejected Israel - what 
proof does Paul give of this? If God hasn’t rejected Israel, 
what reason does Paul give for their not finding the 
righteousness they were seeking (v. 7)?

11-24 Circle the times Jews are mentioned and underline the 
times Gentiles are listed. What is the cause by which 
Gentiles are being saved? How does Paul express hope 
for the Jews in light of the Gentiles becoming part of the 
family of God? When you graft a branch onto a tree, it 
can only go onto the same kind of tree. How are the 
references to grafting helpful to see the importance of 
both the wild branches (Gentiles) and the natural (Jews)?

25-36 Paul warns the Gentiles not to take God’s grace for 
granted by assuming they have replaced the Jews. How 
does Paul reconcile the Jews’ rejection of Jesus with the 
salvation of the Gentiles (v.25-28)? How does verse 29 
remind us of the ‘No Surprises’ God we have been 
studying? As Paul ends this first main section of 
Romans, he bursts out in praise to God. What is the 
reason for this sudden praise?
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